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Abstract—Human computation is a technique that makes use of human abilities for computation to solve problems. The human computation problems are the problems those computers are not good at solving but are trivial for humans. In this paper, we give a survey of various human computation systems which are categorized into initiatory human computation, distributed human computation and social game-based human computation. This paper gives a better understanding of human computation systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Human computation is an idea of solving the difficult artificial intelligence (AI) problems through human power. There exists some AI problems that computers are either unable to or are very poor at solving, but they are easy for human to solve. The information collected by human computation systems is useful for machine learning systems. The existing human computation systems can be categorized as follows:

1) Initiatory Human Computation - Early, the human computation systems were proposed to collect commonsense knowledge through the use of computational power of computers and their users.

2) Distributed Human Computation - In order to collect more information, distributed human computation systems were proposed later. It encouraged the huge number of Internet users to contribute information to the systems. However, they have no mechanism to guarantee that the information collected is accurate, and these systems are difficult to scale up.

3) Social Game-based Human Computation - According to a report published at 2006 by International Game Design Association (IGDA), an estimated 200 million people play casual games online every month [3]. To encourage more Internet users to provide accurate information to solve the difficult AI problems, social game were proposed to provide entertainment to the online game players, but as a side effect of their playing, accurate information can be collected from the players for solving AI problems. The early developed social games either rely on contributions from online volunteers or pay for the engineers to enter information. To increase the scalability of the system, social games developed later rely on the Internet online players.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the previous works on initiatory human computation system. Section III gives a brief survey on distributed human computation system. Section IV presents a survey on social game-based human computation systems which rely on volunteers or paid engineers. Section V presents the study on social games for online players. It describes the categories and the characteristics of social games. It presents how the existing games be categorized based on our categorization. Section VI presents the survey on the performance aspects on evaluating the human computation systems. Section VII gives a discussion and conclusion of our work.

II. INITIATORY HUMAN COMPUTATION

As computation power increases rapidly recently, computers often outperform people on tasks that are tedious, boring and time-consuming. However, some tasks that are natural for humans can be extremely difficult for computers. These tasks are usually information collection, and these information are very useful for Artificial Intelligence system or Machine Learning system. Some works are proposed for human computation.

CAPTCHA [46] is a computer generated challenge-response test to distinguish humans from computers using a common sense problem. reCAPTCHA [7] [53] is a novel CAPTCHA that produces valuable common sense knowledge to improve the OCR quality in digitizing books for the Internet Archive [4]. It works by combining two words that OCR cannot read into a challenge. One word is already identified and serves as a conventional CAPTCHA, while the other word is not identified yet. If a user recognizes the identified word, the answer to the unidentified word is assumed to be correct, and is collected to identify the unidentified word. The OCR result is therefore improved. Using games or CAPTCHA to collect human common sense knowledge, as described above, are innovative ideas. They are very suitable for large scale applications such as labeling images for a portal of user-uploaded images and the Internet Archive project [4].

KA-CAPTCHA [14] is an extension of the popular CAPTCHA method. Its contribution is based on the observation that every correct answer submitted by humans to the CAPTCHA test in indeed a solution to a problem that computers are unable to solve. Therefore, CAPTCHA solvers...
are highly interested in providing a valid response to the CAPTCHA test (because they want to access the protected resource), then an efficient knowledge acquisition mechanism can be employed by posing not a random question to the test taker, but by strategically asking for a solution to a particular open problem that is of interest to the CAPTCHA designer.

III. DISTRIBUTED HUMAN COMPUTATION

To encourage hundreds of millions of Internet users to contribute to solve the difficult AI problems, some distributed human computation works were proposed in previous works.

• Some anti-spam mechanisms such as Vipul’s Razor\(^1\) use human votes to determine if a given email is spam.
• The distributed proof-readers project Proofreader\(^2\) is geared towards eliminating optical character recognition errors in Project Gutenberg\(^3\) electronic books. The idea is to give a (small) portion of the image file and corresponding text (generated by OCR) side-by-side to a human proofreader. The proofreader in turn provides edited text to fix any errors. By giving the same piece of text to several proofreaders, errors can be reliably eliminated.
• Wikipedia\(^4\) are online encyclopedias that are written by Internet users, and the writing is distributed in that essentially almost anyone can contribute to the Wiki.
• Yahoo! Answers\(^5\) is a general question-answering forum to provide automated collection of human reviewed data at Internet-scale. These human-reviewed data are often required by enterprise and web data processing.
• Yahoo! Suggestion Board\(^6\) is an Internet-scale feedback and suggestion system.
• Amazon Mechanical Turk [1] provides monetary rewards (at least one cent) for tasks, can be used for generic task, and there is no explicit collaboration between answerers.
• LabelMe [35] is a web-based tool for image annotation. Anybody can annotate data using this tool and thus contribute to constructing a large database of annotated objects. The incentive to annotate data is the data itself. You can only have access to the database once you have annotated a certain number of images.
• The website 43Things\(^7\) also collects goals from users, and in turn it provides a way for users to find other users who have the same goals, even if they are uncommon.
• Yahoo’s flickr\(^8\) is a popular photo-sharing site and provides a mechanism for users to caption their photos. These captions are already being used as alternative text.
• There are two recently developed music annotation games, MajorMiner [28] and The Listen Game [43]. MajorMiner is playing offline against a database, while The Listen Game simultaneously against multiple players.

IV. SOCIAL GAME-BASED HUMAN COMPUTATION WITH VOLUNTEERS OR PAID ENGINEERS

Early, there were a number of projects tried to solve many difficult AI problems through the use of computational power of computers and their users around the world.

Cyc [24] aims to collect information from the input by paid knowledge engineers. Its disadvantage is to pay for the knowledge engineers to input information while there is no guarantee that the information they input is correct. Open Mind [6] [41] is a world-wide collaborative effort initiated by the MIT Media Lab to collect common sense knowledge from people to develop intelligent software. The information gathered from regular Internet users are fed to machine learning algorithms. Open Mind costs very little. However, it is too reliance on the willingness of unpaid volunteers to donate their time to contribute information, thus it is unable to scale up. Besides, it cannot guarantee that the information they enter is accurate. Mindpixel [5] relies on ordinary Internet users. It has a collaborative system in which many participants create and classify a statement as true or false, thus building up a large database of facts. It rewards those who consistently validate a fact inline with the other users. Thus, it can guarantee that the information they enter is accurate but its costs is very high.

Wildfire wally [33] is a volunteer computing causal game capable of solving the maximum clique problem. However, again, it is too reliance on the willingness of unpaid volunteers to donate their time to contribute information.

V. SOCIAL GAME-BASED HUMAN COMPUTATION WITH ONLINE PLAYERS

The concept of “Human Computation Game” or “Social Game” was pioneered by Luis Von Ahn and his colleagues, who created games with a purpose [44], which people play voluntarily. The games produce useful metadata as a by-product. By taking advantage of people’s desire to be entertained, human computation solve some problems that computer computation cannot currently resolve completely.

A. Game Properties

The current social games are categorized by game structure, verification method, game mechanism and player requirement. Table I shows the categorization of social games. In the following, we describe the characteristic of each category.

1) Game Structure: Game structure defines the key elements of a game including the input of players, the output of players, the relationship among the input and output of all players, and the winning condition. In [48], von Ahn defined three types of games, and they are output-agreement game, input-agreement game and inversion-problem game. We find out that some recent social games cannot be categorized into any one of the three categories and these games aim for collecting players’ output pattern or behavior. We define a new category, output-optimization game, for these games.

In Output-agreement Game, all players are given the same input and must produce outputs based on the common input. In Input-agreement Game, all players are given inputs that

---

1Vipuls razor web site, http://sourceforge.net/projects/razor
2The distributed proofreaders project, http://www.pgdp.net/c/
3Project gutenberg, http://www.gutenberg.net/
5Yahoo! answers, http://answers.yahoo.com/
743things website for collecting goals from users, http://www.43things.com/
8Yahoo flickr, http://www.flickr.com/
are known by the game (but not by the players) to be the same or different. The players are instructed to produce outputs describing their input, so their partners are able to assess whether their inputs are the same or different. Players see only each other’s outputs. In Inversion-problem Game, the first player has access to the whole problem and gives hints to the second player to make a guess. If the second player is able to guess the secret, we assume that the hints given by the first player are correct. In Output-optimization Game, all players are given the same input and their outputs are the hints of other players’ outputs.

2) Verification Method: It defines the method to check the output accuracy of players by asking players to do the same tasks or different tasks in a game.

In Symmetric Verification Game, all players are asked to do the same thing and their outputs are checked against each other. In Asymmetric Verification Game, all players are asked to do different tasks and their outputs are checked against each other.

3) Game Mechanism: It defines the relationship of all players in the game in order to achieve the winning condition.

In Collaborative Game, to achieve the winning condition of all players, a player has to complete his assigned task which is helping other players to complete their tasks. In Competitive Game, to achieve the winning condition of a player, a player has to complete his assigned task. His achievement is compared with other players’ achievement or his history of game records or information stored in a database. In Hybrid Game, to achieve the winning condition of some players, players have to complete their assigned tasks which are helping the others to complete their tasks. Then, the achievements of all players are compared among each other or their history of game records or information stored in a database.

4) Player Requirement: Player requirement defines the rules on accessing the game of all players: (1) players accessing the game at different time period are allowed or not; (2) the number of players is required in a game.

In Synchronous Game, players access the game at the same time. Players have to give real-time response to other players’ action. In Asynchronous Game, players do not have to give real-time response to other players’ action. The information collected from one player is stored in a database and will be used to determine the correctness of other players’ output.

Single-player Game allows one player plays in a game. Moves of the other can be simulated from the prerecorded game. Two-player Game allows two players play in a game. Multi-player Game allows multiple players play in a game.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game Structure</th>
<th>Verification Method</th>
<th>Game Mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output-agreement</td>
<td>Symmetric</td>
<td>Collaborative or Hybrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input-agreement</td>
<td>Symmetric</td>
<td>Collaborative or Hybrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inversion-problem</td>
<td>Asymmetric</td>
<td>Collaborative or Competitive or Hybrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output-optimization</td>
<td>Symmetric or Asymmetric</td>
<td>Collaborative or Competitive or Hybrid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Type One: Output-agreement games

All players are given the same input and must produce outputs based on the common input. The verification method used by output-agreement games is symmetric because all players are asked to do the same things and their outputs are checked against each other. Because of using symmetric verification, the game mechanism for a two-player output-agreement must be collaborative; while for a multi-player output-agreement, it can be either collaborative or hybrid. Besides, output-agreement game can be synchronous or asynchronous game. For instance, Gopher Game [12] is an asynchronous multiplayer game, because it is not necessary for all players to be connected to the system at the same time and the outputs of all players are stored in the database of the system for verification.

C. Type Two: Input-agreement games

All players are given inputs that are known by the game (but not by the players) to be the same or different. The players are instructed to produce outputs describing their input, so their partners are able to assess whether their inputs are the same or different. Players see only each other’s outputs. The verification method used by input-agreement games is asymmetric because all players are asked to do the same things in the game. Because of using symmetric verification, the game mechanism for a two-player input-agreement must be collaborative; while for a multi-player input-agreement, it can be either collaborative or hybrid. TagATune [23] is a typical example of input-agreement game.

D. Type Three: Inversion-problem games

The first player has access to the whole problem and gives hints to the second player to make a guess. If the second player is able to guess the secret, we assume that the hints given by the first player are correct. Since all players are asked to do different tasks and their outputs are checked against each other, inversion-problem game uses asymmetric verification method. This type of game can be collaborative, competitive or hybrid.

E. Type Four: Output-optimization games

All players are given the same input and their outputs are the hints of other players’ outputs. This type of game can use either symmetric or asymmetric verification method. When symmetric verification is used, it must be a collaborative game, for instance, Restaurant Game [32]. When asymmetric verification is used, it can be a competitive or hybrid game, for instance, Diplomacy [21].
### F. Existing social games

Table II presents examples of social games based on the categorization.

The online ESP Game [47] was the first human computation system, and it was subsequently adopted as the Google Image Labeler\(^9\). Its objective is to collect labels for images on the Web.

In addition to image annotation, the Peekaboom system [52] can help determine the location of objects in images; and the Squigl system [2] provides complete outlines of the objects in an image. Phetch [49], [50] provides image descriptions that improve web accessibility and image searches, while the Matchin system [2] helps image search engines rank images based on which ones are the most appealing. The concept of the ESP Game has been applied to other problems. For instance, the TagATune system [23], which provides annotation for sounds and music, can improve audio searches. The Verbosity system [51] and the Common Consensus system [25] collect “common-sense” knowledge that is valuable for commonsense reasoning and enhancing the design of interactive user interfaces.

There currently exist many social bookmark sites on the Internet, such as del.icio.us\(^10\) [17]. Dogear Game [15] is designed to accomplish organization goals. Individual players receive entertainment and learn about their colleagues' bookmarks. It uses the bookmarks in an enterprise social-bookmarking system called Dogear [31].

Several GWAP-based geospatial tagging systems have been proposed in recent years. MobiMission [18] is a location-based pervasive social game in which missions are created, solved, and reviewed by players. The system does its best to assign “nearby” missions to players (e.g., find a good cafe near the Empire State Building). If there are no nearby missions, it assigns “location-independent” missions instead (e.g., take a picture of a tall building). Similarly, in the Gopher game [12], missions are created, solved, and reviewed by players, except that the system assigns missions to “nearby” players.

\(^10\)http://del.icio.us/

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game Structure</th>
<th>Verification Method</th>
<th>Game Mechanism</th>
<th>Player Requirement</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Synchronous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-players</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output-agreement</td>
<td>Symmetric</td>
<td>Collaborative</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>ESP, Matchi, Squigl, OntoGame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Multi-players</td>
<td>Common Consensus, Social Heroes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Multi-players</td>
<td>Gopher Game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input-agreement</td>
<td>Symmetric</td>
<td>Collaborative</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>TagATune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inversion-problem</td>
<td>Asymmetric</td>
<td>Collaborative</td>
<td>1 or 2</td>
<td>Peekaboom, Verbosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Competitive</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dogear, CyPRESS, CARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>1 or Multi-players</td>
<td>Synchronous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output-optimization</td>
<td>Symmetric</td>
<td>Collaborative</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Restaurant Game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Competitive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Multi-players</td>
<td>Diplomacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asymmetric</td>
<td>Collaborative</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Competitive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^11\)Carcassonne (German only), http://www.carcassonne.de/
than games are proposed, which are shown as follows.

Since converting an AI problem into a game is nontrivial [45], the first general human computation framework was proposed in [56]. By adopting a Web 2.0 approach, the framework binds its human computation system, problems providers, participating Web sites and Internet users together to label images and video efficiently but it is not for solving other large-scale human computation problems. The concept of secure distributed human computation was studied [16]. It used basic probability tools to analyze how many malicious parties such a system can tolerate. In [27], it presented the Shared Virtual Environment (SVE), the framework to be used for the development of two types of applications (social gaming and collaborative work) where augmentation was studied.

Human computation games require conscious attention and explicit intent to perform the specific task. However, there is a set of tasks that can be usefully performed by humans even when they are not explicitly trying to perform them. Shenoy and Tan [37] proposed an approach using an electroencephalograph (EEG) device to measure the presence and outcomes of implicit cognitive processing, processing that users perform automatically and may not even be aware of, to perform image classification. It showed that the classification accuracies are very high. However, the costs of EEG devices are high.

To help visually impaired people surf web pages, WebInSight [10] is a system that automatically creates and inserts alternative text into web pages on-the-fly. It caches alternative text in a local database and can add new labels seamlessly after a web page is downloaded, resulting in minimal impact to the browsing experience. In [11], it aims to provide the characters with social skills, including the ability to interact using natural language. In a social-personal information management (SPIM) system [34], it explored the idea of tagging people for selective information sharing. People tagged with the same key word form a relationship group that can be used as an access control option for each piece of information.

VI. THE PERFORMANCE ASPECT OF HUMAN COMPUTATION

In addition to designing new human computation systems, several studies have investigated the performance aspect of human computation recently [9], [13], [16], [20], [26], [36], [40], [42], [48], [54]. For example, in [16], Gentry et al. analyzed the security and reliability against malicious parties on distributed human computation systems, and derived a set of design principles using standard decision-theory concepts. On the other hand, Su et al. [42] performed comprehensive experiments using real datasets to study the impacts of user behavior on the quality of human-reviewed data, and they concluded that the quality of the collected data improves significantly if worker prequalification mechanisms are applied.

Using Amazon Mechanical Turk [1] as an example, [40] compared the quality of non-expert annotations and existing gold standard labels provided by expert labelers. The results demonstrated that it is required to collect an average of 4 non-expert labels per item in order to emulate expert-level label quality, and that the annotation quality can be improved significantly after applying bias correction techniques. In addition, Sheng et al. [36] proposed an analysis to model the data quality using repeated labeling with a cost. They found that, with repeated labeling, it is possible to improve the data quality at low cost, especially when labels are noisy. Moreover, when the cost of processing the unlabeled data is not free, repeated labeling is preferable in that it is effective and robust in providing labels of good quality.

In [54], Weber et al. presented a machine learning-based model that can play with the ESP game without looking at the image. Based on the model, they proposed an enhanced scoring system for the ESP game to encourage users to contribute less predictable labels and therefore improve the quality of the collected labels. [19] and [20] presented game-theoretic analysis for the ESP game and the PhotoSlap game respectively, and they investigated the equilibrium behavior under different incentive mechanisms. [48] proposed a set of evaluation metrics, such as throughput, lifetime play, and expected contribution, to determine the effectiveness of ESP-like GWAP systems. Meanwhile, [13] proposed another metric, called system gain, to measure the performance of ESP-like GWAP systems, and they designed an optimal puzzle selection algorithm to improve the ESP game in terms of system gain.

[26] proposed an analytical model for generalized ESP game, where the number of players, the consensus threshold, and the stopping condition are all variable. It argued that, by applying this model, ESP game can be further extended and optimized.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have surveyed various human computation systems, and categorized them into four types: initiatory human computation, distributed human computation and social game-based human computation with volunteers, paid engineers and online players. Moreover, we compare the emerging social-game-based human computation systems based on the game structure, verification method, and game mechanism; and present the performance aspect issues of human computation systems. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first extensive survey of the emerging human computation issue. This survey not only provides a better understanding about human computation systems, but also facilitates future research activities and application developments in the field of human computation.
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